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CITY

BRIEF
Bowling Green convict escapes
local corrections center,
captured Thursday

Jhon Rosado, 24, has escaped NorthWest Community
Corrections Center, located on 1740 E. Gypsy Rd, and is
currently leading police on a search.
Rosado escaped the corrections center around 8:15
p.m., by jumping a fence and going into a corn field to the
north, according to a campus police report.
According to a Toledo News Now report, Rosado was
arrested and charged with rape and aggravated burglary
in May.
He his currently wearing a blue jump suit and orange
sweatshirt.
Police urge residents to notify authorities of suspicious
persons or activity to 419-354-9001 or 911.
UPDATE 1:50 p.m.:
Rosado is still at large, said Major Tony Hetrick of the
Bowling Green Police.
He said authorities have a base of information they’re
using to look into potential places he could be.
“Really he could be anywhere right now. We’re not sure,”
Hetrick said.
Although Rosado could still be in Bowling Green,
Hetrick said it’s possible he could be in another area of Ohio.
There has been a state-wide alert for the search of Rosado.
UPDATE 7:42 p.m.:
Jhon Rosado was apprehended by police in an apartment on the 1000 block of Fairview Ave, Hetrick said.
The apartment was owned by Bobbie Merritt, the
victim of the assault for which Rosado was sentenced. She
has been charged with a count of harboring a fugitive, a
fifth-degree felony.
Hetrick said police had called Merritt when Rosado had
escaped, in order to notify her of the danger she may be in,
but they did not know he was in her apartment.
Police began to piece together evidence pointing to
Rosado being in Merritt’s apartment and got a warrant for
the arrest.
“We had developed strong information that he was in
there,” Hetrick said.

CAMPUS
BRIEF

President Mazey discussed construction plans at USG meeting

President Mazey discussed plans for the construction
of a new business administration building at Monday’s
Undergraduate Student Government [USG] meeting.
The plan involves renovation of the current business
administration building, which will temporarily house the
department of education.
USG President Brian Kochheiser said the plans for
the project have been in development for some time.
“[It’s] kind of been in the rumor mill,” he said.
The planned demolition of Harshman residence hall
was discussed as well, with plans for the building to come
down in 2016 after the new Greek housing is finished.
Mazey said Kreisher may come down after
Harshman if there is sufficient demand for housing.
Mazey also emphasized the University’s intention to
increase retention going forward. Currently, retention is at
around 75 percent. The aim she said is to get retention to
82-85 percent.
Factors Mazey mentioned that influence retention
are better advising, the freshman seminar and the quality
of the freshman class.

Increased reporting, training
has raised number of reported
on campus sex offenses
By Kendra Clark
Campus Editor

A Better
Reporting
System
System
			 Reporting

The number of forcible sex offenses
reported have gone up in past years.
That increase is due to better reporting of the officers, as well as possibly
better education.
According to an email sent by the
University, there is an average of 12
sexual assaults on campus reported
every calendar year. So far, five forcible sexual offenses were reported
for the year 2014. These numbers
do not include sexual assaults that
occur off-campus.
In 2009, the reported sexual
assaults for the year totaled four
and in 2010, it was two.
Director of Public Safety Monica
Moll said that has to do with a better system of reporting, not a lower
number of sexual assaults.
“We have done a better job at having our campus authorities trained
to report,” she said.
The emails are a part of the
University trying to educate the
students.
Dean of Students Jodi Webb said
the email that was sent last Friday
was not in relation to any particular
incident, but because October is one
of the peak times sexual assaults are
reported on campus.
“We sent the email to be proactive to students,” she said. “And try
to encourage them to think about

See ASSAULT | Page 2

Total Main Campus
Forcible Sex Offenses
Reported On Campus

						 A Better

■■ 2009 - 4
■■ 2010 - 2
■■ 2011 - 12
■■ 2012 - 11
■■ 2013 - 15
■■ 2014 - so
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Students, new organization prepare for trips to
Detroit, Cincinnati, Chicago

CONNECTING THROUGH ART

BG Alternative Breaks gives opportunity to promote active citizenship
By Christopher McGowan
Reporter

PAIGE APKARIAN | THE BG NEWS

NATALIE MIEBACH’S woven sculptures show a connection between weather events and musical scores.

BG LOOKS FOR FIRST ROAD WIN
BG looks for their first road win
of the season as they head to
Wisconsin. Improved defensive play
will be critical for the Falcons.
| PAGE 3

There is a new organization
that gets students involved in
social problems.
BG Alternative Breaks, a relatively new organization on campus, organizes trips designed to get
students out of their element and
helping people in need.
Maddi Georgoff, president of the
group, started the organization in
Spring 2013.
“We started the BG Alternative
Breaks program as way to provide
students with service opportunities outside of Bowling Green. We
wanted to get students involved

HUMP DAY REVUE

Stones Throw hosts the
Hump Day Revue every
Wednesday. Read more about
the different acts in Pulse.
| Page 6

with social justice issues and
promote active citizenship,”
Georgoff said.
BG Alternative Breaks is in
preparation for three trips this fall
break, a trip to Detroit, Cincinnati
and Chicago.
Amanda Dortch, a sophomore
journalism major, will help lead
the upcoming trip to Detroit. The
trip will focus on working with
“Blight Busters,” a group based in
Detroit that renovates dilapidated
buildings and turns them into
homes for the community. They
will also work with the “Cass Social
Services,” also a Detroit-based
group which works to fight homelessness and promote environ-

SUPPORT STUDENTS
Columnist Erika Heck talks about
Urban Outfitter’s recent controversy
including Kent State. The introduction of a new clothing item upset
students. | Page 4

mental issues.
Dortch has experience with
Alternative Breaks, but this is her
first time leading a trip.
“I feel like it’s my duty in my
heart,” Dortch said. “I’m from
Detroit, so I feel like I’m helping
out my home and then bringing back what I’ve learned and
using it to help my other home,
Bowling Green.”
As a site leader, Dortch will be
responsible for organizing the pretrip meetings, which form a part
of the learning aspect of the trips.
They are also responsible for organizing and contacting the service

See ALT | Page 2

WHAT ARE SOME OF YOUR SAFETY
CONCERNS ABOUT CAMPUS?
“Dorms could be safer. People who don’t
live in the dorms should not be allowed in.””
Varis Vatcharanukul,
Music, Freshman
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BLOTTER
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Complainant reported that 6
storm grates have been stolen
in the city since Saturday, Sept.
13. Items valued at $110 each.
3:32 P.M.

Timothy Jordan McKinney, 19,
of Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of drug paraphernalia near East Napoleon Road
and South College Drive.

ALT
From Page 1
organization and making
arrangements for the other
participants on the trip.
Other than that, the siteleaders participate in the
service just like anyone else.
“The people make the
trip,” said Dortch. “No one
in [the organization] didn’t
want to be there. You are
doing it because you want to,
not because you forced to.”
Trevor Engle, a junior psychology major, is a veteran of
two trips with the Alternative
Breaks organization including the Detroit trip.
“I had a terrific time. The
trips gave me a lot of good
experiences with the community,” Engle said, “We all
started the trip as strangers, but through the reflections that happen every
night, we all opened up
and after 2 days we were all
best friends.”
Engle also said that the
trip changed the way he
views the world.
“Before the trip I always
thought Detroit was a desolate place, but afterwards
I realized what a beautiful
area it was and all the great
people that were in the community,” he said.
Alex Carroll will be a siteleader for the Chicago trip.
The Chicago trip will focus
on the Youth Lounge, a group
which works with homeless

ASSAULT
From Page 1
their actions and understand how their actions are
perceived.”
She also wanted students
to know about the services
available to them incase
something would happen.
When a sexual assault is
reported, a number of different things can happen. If
the suspect, perpetrator or
victim was a student, then
the University gets involved
with an investigation that
would be separate from any
police investigation.
It is apart of Webb’s job to
manage any sexual assault
report that comes forward
from a student code of conduct standpoint.
“We would try to connect
the student to resources
and be an advocate for them
if they need assistance as
well,” she said.
For the perpetrator, if
found guilty, can be punished through a wide variety of sanctions.
If the victim wishes, they
can have the University
Police involved as well. That
is when the police will conduct their own investigation, which is separate from
the Dean of Students.
However, not every stu-

CORRECTION
POLICY

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has been
made, call The BG News at 419372-6966.

Check out the full interactive
blotter map at BGNEWS.COM

and LGBTQ+ youth in order
to provide them hot meals,
clothing and a safe place to
stay.
Carroll is also a returning
member to the group. She
took her first trip to Murphy,
North Carolina, helping
the Hiwassee Watershed
Coalition keep the water
from becoming polluted.
“I still feel like I have to
pick up trash everywhere I go
now,” Carroll said.
The last trip planned for
this fall is a trip to Cincinnati
to help develop community in the Over-the-Rhine.
The participants on the trip
will be working with the St.
Vincent De Paul organization, helping fight against
homelessness and poverty in
the area.
“If you want to get involved,
you can send an application to the Office of Service
Learning” Anna Voinovich,
the vice president of
Outreach for BG Alternative
Breaks, said, “Unfortunately,
the applications for Fall are
already closed, but you can
sign up for Spring.”
The Alternative Breaks
program plans to expand
their trips even more next
semester. “We’re hoping to
have five trips for spring
break,” Georgoff said. “We
don’t know exactly where
we’re going yet though.
We’re currently sticking
inside the United States, but
who knows, maybe next year
we’ll go international.”

dent wishes to get police
involved or even report the
incident.
“We try to encourage student to report to police, but
only a small amount come
to us because they don’t feel
comfortable,” Moll said.
The University finds a
balance between respecting the student’s privacy
while protecting the school.
“Of course, our first priority are the victims,” said
Senior Communications
Director David Kielmeyer.
However, Moll said, there
is a balance between supporting the victim and protecting the campus.
“Many times after they
get resources and time to
think about it, the victims
want to come forward,”
she said.
Also, the number of forcible sex offenses for this year
seems low so far, Moll said.
“It’s hard to tell, we will
need to see the impact over
several years before we can
see a trend,” she said.
Webb said the thinks the
number will go up before
the year ends, but hopes
it won’t.
“I would hope we won’t
[see an increase] and I
would hope to see a sign of
a positive trend,” she said.
“But we will continue to
educate students.”

Great Selection

PAINTED CLOVERS on 321 N. Main St. sells painted furniture made by owner Shaun Holden and her boyfriend.

Artistic based furniture Painted Clovers open
Owner Shaun Holden furniture store sells painted furniture, home accents, jewelry and candles
By Ryan Hanson
Reporter

Upcycled and re-purposed furniture is Shaun
Holden’s artwork. She is
the owner and operator of
the shop Painted Clovers
at 321 N. Main St.
A lot of the furniture in
her shop is painted bright
colors w ith freehand
designs. Holden said
when she acquires a lot
of her furniture it is broken, old or damaged and
painting is sometimes the
only option.
She stated that new
furniture can often times
be very expensive so her
upcycling is a way to provide cheaper, nice furniture. She said it was very
rare that she wouldn’t
paint a piece of furniture.
“[Besides,] painted furniture is the new black,”
Holden said.

Holden said she also
receives some help from
her boyfriend who builds
some of the artwork.
Holden collaborates by
making a design and he
builds it.
One of her favorite pieces in her store right now, a
vibrant green and white
bench, is built from two
doors and a headboard.
“I just love old doors,”
Holden said.
Holden
pursued
a
degree in Painting and
Drawing with a focus in
2D art at Bowling Green
State University.
“This is my art now,”
she said.
Holden said that she
originally upcycled furniture for herself. She
said that new furniture is
often times very expensive and this was her
alternative. After encouragement from her friends,

Holden started her business out of her garage.
She would work 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and treat her
upcycling as her job.
While she was working
out of her garage, she said
that she used to sell her
artwork on Facebook.
“I wouldn’t be here if
it weren’t for Facebook,”
Holden said.
The positive feedback
from people pushed her
to commit and rent a
shop space, she said.
Her decision to open a
shop in Bowling Green
seemed easy. She said
that the areas surrounding the city had shops
similar to hers and she
was surprised no one had
opened a shop in the city
yet.
“I know Bowling Green
is artistic. The clientele is
[here]. It’s just the store
wasn’t. I figured the shop

Jeffrey, Frances Snyder were married in Columbus, raise family, teach in Bowling Green
By Holly Shively
Reporter

Geology professor Frances
Snyder wasn’t talking about
her husband of almost seventeen years when she
said, “Most of the guys I
dated were total doofuses.”
Jeffrey and Frances
Snyder, both geology professors here at BGSU, were
married December 27,
1997, in Columbus, Ohio,
the town where they met.
Both Jeff and Fran
attended The Ohio State
University in 1993 as graduate students. Jeff was working on his Ph.D. and Fran
on her master’s degree. The
two Buckeyes happened
to have the same advisor,
and they studied near each
other while researching in
the Russian Arctic.
“We would just start to
chit chat about projects
and just kind of became
friends,” Fran said. “He
n

Close to Campus

“As a family we ten
to take vacations
that center around
national parks.”

Frances Snyder | Geology Professor
didn’t ask me out per
say, I don’t remember a
specific date.”
Instead, everyone in
their office at Ohio State
went out after their final
exams of first semester and
the two just started dating.
What separated Jeffrey
Snyder from the typical
“Doofuses” Fran claimed
to date, was that he was
“very bright and very modest and humble about what
he’s done,” Fran said.
Jeff also has his perfectly fluent Russian skills
to thank for landing Fran.
She first did a double take
while studying in the
Russian Arctic when Jeff
n

was able to interact and fit
in with the locals through
their language.
Although Jeff would not
share much about their
marriage, he did share
that while dating, the
young geological lovebirds
enjoyed
rollerblading,
going out to dinner, and
going to movies. “We were
poor graduate students at
the time so it wasn’t like
we were doing anything
extraordinary,” he said.
During the holiday
season of 1996, Jeff took
Fran to his hometown of
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
where he asked Fran to
marry him, and she agreed.
“There wasn’t any big surprise because she sort of
knew that it was coming,”
Jeff said.
Fran shared that the two
spent their honeymoon in
Hawaii, a completely different climate than their
holiday wedding in Ohio.

—

As a newly married couple, both Jeff and Fran
were fully employed and
could afford to travel, a big
step in their relationship
compared to their poor
college days.
Six years later, the couple
had settled in Perrysburg,
Ohio and began having children. Jeff started
working at the University
around 1999 and Fran followed in his footsteps, as
she started teaching at the
University only four years
ago. The two rarely see
each other on campus, but
that’s by choice.
Fran and Jeff strategically planned to work opposite
days of the week in order to
be available for their three
children whenever they are
needed. “Now as a family
we tend to take vacations
that center around national parks. We don’t do your
typical Disney vacation,”
Fran said.

Better Prices

419.354.2260 | www.johnnewloverealestate.com
R E N T A L S

would do very well,” she
said.
Painted Clovers also
sells more than just furniture.
“We sell home accents,
paints, jewelry and candles,” Holden said.
The paint is a Nashvillebased
bra nd
ca l led
Shabby Chalked Paints
and the jewelry is all done
by local artists. Holden
said she wanted to keep
all local artist work in the
shop.
“I want to support the
people that support me,”
Holden said.
Painted Clovers will be
hosting classes for those
interested in learning
how to paint furniture.
According to Holden, the
classes will take place in
mid-October. For more
information, people can
like and follow Painted
Clovers’ Facebook page.

Married university professors plan schedules around each other

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
—

TRAVIS WILLHOITE | THE BG NEWS

Check Us Out
On Facebook!
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ON THE
BG football team goes on the road; looks for first road victory of season
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Editor-in-Chief

road

AGAIN

Despite the Falcons’ win against Indiana this past weekend, this week
brings them the chance to do something they have not done yet this season. Get a win on the road.
This weekend they are given that opportunity as they travel to
Madison, Wisconsin to play the number 19 ranked Wisconsin Badgers.
“I think if you want to be a good team you have to find a way to win
on the road,” head coach Dino Babers. “I told our team right now that
we aren’t a good football team. You can’t be a good football team
unless you win on the road.”
The atmosphere of Camp Randall Stadium can make it tough on
the Falcons, but they are taking the necessary precautions to be
ready. They have taken the time during practice to work on silent
cadences and make sure they are locked in on snap counts, tight
end Chris Pohlman said.
“It is a very difficult place to play,” Babers said. “I’ve been up
there as a part of Big Ten staffs and never had a win up there.
It is a very noisy place and an electric atmosphere.”
The atmosphere is the least of the Falcons’ worries as they
will be going against a running back who has been mentioned multiple times when talking about the Heisman
Trophy.
“Gordon is exceptional, he is a Heisman trophy guy,”
Babers said. “He is one of the best running backs in the
country. The one guy from Indiana [Tevin Coleman]
you saw what he did out here on the football field and
Gordon is probably a step above him.”
In the game against the Hoosiers the Falcons held
running back Tevin Coleman scoreless in the first
half. In the second half Coleman was able to break

See FOOTBALL | Page 5

BG prepares for home opener
Tennis team looks to rebound after rough week
By Aaron Parker
Reporter

DANNY BARALDI breaks away from a Findlay defender during a game earlier in the season.

MARIE COURONNE | THE BG NEWS

Men’s soccer team remains humble
By Brandon Shrider
Assistant Sports Editor

After posting their fourth shutout of the season earlier in
the week, the BG men’s soccer team will return home this
weekend with their sights set on
another victory.
The Falcons have maintained
their success this season with
good team balance.
However, despite leading the
nations in goals scored, the
defense has been the essential
aspect to their success.
“We just have to defend as a
unit and we’ve been doing that
pretty well,” senior midfielder

Danny Baraldi said. “Starting
with Nick [Landsberger] and
then the rest of the back line,
they’ve been leading the way.”
The concentration on the
defensive side of the ball has
been a strength for us and that
“absolutely” cannot stop for the
team to have any future success,
head coach Eric Nichols said.
The Falcons recognize that
their success begins with their
defense, and by playing strong
defensively has ultimately led to
the myriad of offensive chances
in the final third.
To this point in the season,
the Falcons have been able to
capitalize on their chances, but

they must continue to push the
ball in order to keep winning.
“We just want to maintain our
urgency in the attack,” Nichols
said.
“Against
Michigan,
although we conceded possession, we were really dangerous each time we got the ball
and that has to be the case on
Friday night.”
This is critical for their game
with Eastern Illinois this weekend because they resemble a
similar style of play that the
Falcons utilize.
Eastern Illinois does not
have any specific weapon, but

See MEN’S | Page 5

After losing most of their matches in their season opener, the
Bowling Green tennis team will
host its annual BGSU invitational at the Keefe courts and
Bowling Green High School.
In addition to the hosts, the
event will include the University
of Cincinnati, University of
Toledo, University of Detroit
Mercy and Indiana University—
Purdue University Fort Wayne.
Team scores will not be kept for
the invite, but there will be a
champion at each flight.
The Falcons won just four of
27 matches in last week’s invitational, but go into this home
event with experience now
under their freshman players.
Meili Martin, Megan Miller and
Madison Adams all posted their
first collegiate victories during
the season debut.
“Everyone did really well for
our first tournament,” Martin
said. “We didn’t get the results
that we really wanted but everyone tried really hard.”
Martin and Miller came out
with two wins each; one in a
doubles match with each other
and one to themselves in singles play. Sophomore Harley
Hutchison also picked up a win
in her doubles flight with Adams.
One of the team’s toughest
opponents this weekend will
be IPFW. The Mastodons were
18-10 last season and have been
a power house in the Summit
League for the last six years. In
those six years they have won

“We didn’t get the
results that we really
wanted but everyone
tried really hard.”
Meili Martin | Freshman
four regular season titles, three
SL championship titles [out of
six finals appearances], had the
Coach of the Year once, and the
SL Player of the Year five times.
IPFW’s biggest threat will
come from returning SL
Newcomer and Player of the Year
Mayu Sato. In her first year in
the conference Sato was 23-3 in
singles play and 20-5 in doubles
while never playing outside the
top flight. For the current season she is 2-1 in singles and 3-0
in doubles.
Conference rival Toledo won
two flight championships at this
invitational last year and return
this year after a solid season.
The Rockets were 14-6 last year
and edged Bowling Green during the regular season 4-3. They
returned eight players this year
on their nine person roster.
“I’ve never played a rival at the
college level but I’m very excited.
It definitely gives us more motivation to try harder in practice
knowing that we have to play
our rival,” Miller said. “I’m more
excited for this weekend than I
was last weekend. We’re playing at home and a lot of friends
and family are coming so there’s

See TENNIS| Page 5
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“The rapist that
escaped.”

ALYSSA SOOY
Freshman,
International Studies and Spanish

What are some of your safety concerns about campus?

“No conerns.
I feel safe.”

TREVOR RISNER
Junior,
Public Health

4

“Walking back
to our dorm
at night—
emergency
buttons are far
away. ”

EMILY ACCOUNTIUS
Sophomore,
Journalism

“There are a
lot of safety
precautions.
[Its] safer on
campus than
off.”

JOCELYN TUBBS
Senior,
Communication Disorders

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

“FOOTBALL SEASON”

Support other universities in difficult times,
students have similar end goals to embrace
ERIKA HECK
COLUMNIST

Earlier this week, my
Twitter timeline exploded
with news articles about
a “vintage” Kent State
sweatshirt.
The sweatshirt, if you
have not seen it, was created by Urban Outfitters.
It is dyed red, torn and
frayed, which makes it
look blood-stained.
The use of the word
“vintage” in the sweatshirt’s description indicates that [as the definition of “vintage” states] it
is from a specific period
of time.
This sweatshirt was
perceived by Kent State
students, faculty and citizens all over Northeast
Ohio [where Kent State
is located] as not only
extremely offensive, but
as a way to make profit off
of the May 4, 1970 incident where four students
died and nine others were
wounded at the university at the hands of the
National Guard.
News stations from my
hometown [where a lot of
the news anchors are KSU
alumni] took to Facebook
and Twitter to ask others
what their opinions were
of the sweatshirt.
Even friends of mine
from high school who
attend Kent State took to

“I was more
appalled by what
some of my fellow
Falcons were
saying about the
controversy on
Twitter.”
their social media sites to
verbalize their upset over
Urban Outfitters’ sweatshirt blunder.
Normally, I can’t help
but cringe when I see
some comments on a
news site, but surprisingly I was not appalled by
what people were saying
about the sweatshirt.
I was more appalled
by what some of my fellow Falcons were saying
about the controversy on
Twitter.
I flinched at every tweet
that told the KSU student
body to get over it.
I cringed at one tweet
that told the student body
they had no right to be
upset because the massacre happened way before
our time.
And what upsets me
even more is that I know
that we, as a student body,
do not treat each other
this way.
If there is something
happening that is upsetting our university community [say, for instance,
the recent visits from
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bible thumpers telling
us all that we are going
to hell] we take action
and support one another
through it.
So if we can give each
other all this support
when things in our own
university community
are rough, why did we
not extend this hand of
support to Kent State students in the wake of this
sweatshirt controversy?
If the shoe was on the
other foot, and something like this or similar was happening to
the University, I would
want as much support as
possible.
I would want to be comforted by the idea that
other students who don’t
even attend the same college support my university in a time that is tough.
I would want people
from other universities
to express that they are
just as offended and upset
about something as I am.
Instead of telling others
to get over it, we should
be supporting the Golden
Flashes in this debate.
At the end of the day,
we are all students. No
matter where we attend
college, we are all aiming
for the same end goal.
Support others in hard
times and maybe, when
you least expect it, others
will support you.

Respond to Erika at
thenews@bgnews.com

Invasion of Iraq compares to tragic New York
attacks, religious wars should be avoided
IAN ZULICK
COLUMNIST

The savagery of the 9/11
attacks changed the face
of America, claimed the
lives of thousands of
people and shattered the
innocence of a whole
generation.
Being now almost 23,
I remember being in my
fourth grade classroom
and looking up in awe at
the newsreels and knowing something horrible
was happening, though I
was unable to grasp the
seriousness of it until I saw
my father’s awestruck face
in front of the TV screen.
For a rare moment, he’d
been rendered wordless
by the shock of the scene
unfolding in New York.
In the wake of the attack,
terms like “national security,” “terrorism,” “suicide
bombers” and “religious
extremism” became the
dialogue of a world forever
changed and “Osama Bin
Laden” became a household name.
I’ll never forget the chills
that ran down my spine as
I watched so many poor
souls jump hundreds of
stories to their doom.
Things could never go
back to the way they had
been before.
Thirteen years later,
things have not improved.
Iraq’s religious and
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political divisions are as
deep as ever [as shown by
the recent ousting of their
Shia prime minister who
had attempted to stack the
parliament in favor of Shia
Muslims].
T he
f ut u re
of
Afghanistan
remains
uncertain and its precarious politics and war-torn
cities do not seem any better for our continued presence there.
It was a righteous
endeavor to search for
Osama Bin Laden and
bring him to justice, even
if our motives behind the
invasion of Iraq were bunk,
but when our government
debates about an invasion
of the same country for
the third time in 25 years,
we must have the wisdom
to see that another such
invasion would be futile.
Since the first Gulf
War, our involvement in
the affairs of the Middle
East has only served to
increasingly destabilize
an already politically volatile region.
The Shia and Sunni
Muslims, whose conflict
is at the heart of all this
violence, are in the midst
of an inter-Nicene war
that has been going on for
over a thousand years and
to think we can stop it
represents the same kind
of arrogant foolhardiness that led to the travesty that was the second
Iraq War.
The infighting between
the ancient clans of Arabia
is none of our concern

and we would do well not
to get in the middle of it.
The emergence of a
group like ISIS was inevitable, but using military action against them
does nothing to combat
the ideology by which
they abide.
As a wise man once
said, “Beneath this mask
there is more than flesh.
Beneath this mask there
is an idea ... and ideas are
bulletproof”.
Until we have messages
instead of missiles for the
people of the Middle East,
ISIS’ brand of nihilistic
anti-western hatred will
only come around again
in another form as it has
in the past, even if the
organization is dismantled and its army defeated.
As horrible as the loss
of life may be, the wisest
course of action is to let
events there unfold.
Perhaps one day these
two groups will reconcile
their differences, but until
we learn to leave the quarrels of other nations be,
people on all sides will
continue to die and towers
will continue to fall.
If we see justice done in
memory of those who died
on 9/11, let us do so not
by escalating the violence,
but by getting our own
troops home where they
belong, leaving the religious wars to the zealots.

Respond to Ian at
thenews@bgnews.com
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

Week four. College
football is underway as
teams begin to seperate
themselves. A group of
editors look to improve
their records as well.
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BG Let’s be honest Melvin Gordon Wisconsin is on a whole new level.
one of the best players in the But we still love our Falcons.
@ No. 19 Wisconsin iscountry.
Wisconsin - 27 BG 21, Wisconsin 32

GINA RASICCI

BRANDON SHRIDER

BG 35, Wisconsin 24

I hope they prove me wrong again.

Meinhardt Raabe, a munchkin
from ‘The Wizard of Oz’ went
there.

BG 20, Wisconsin 38

BG 10 , Wisconsin 29

or without Winston FSU is Jameis has the whole first half to eat Winston will work wonders in the James Michael Tyler, a.k.a.
No. 22 Clemson With
just that much better.
crab legs to prepare.
second half.
Gunther from F.R.I.E.N.D.S. went
@ No. 1 Florida St.
there!!! #Friends20th.

Florida St. - 16.5 Clemson 27, Florida St. 42

Clemson 35, Florida St. 42

Clemson 27, Florida St. 34

Georgia Tech Triple option won’t work against Not sure what happened last week Va > Ga
but let’s remember they beat OSU.
@ Virginia Tech this VT defense.
Virginia Tech - 8 Georgia Tech 21, Virginia
Tech 28

Georgia Tech 14, Virginia
Tech 24

Clemson 30, Florida St. 21
Roger Craig, ‘Jeopardy!’ recordholder went there.

Georgia Tech 20, Virginia
Tech 30

Iowa James Conner will run all over Iowa. Still mad at Pitt from the bowl game. Home team this time.
@ Pittsburgh

Georgia Tech 24, Virginia
Tech 26
THE Mr. Rogers, of the
‘Neighborhood’ went there. Yeah.
You can’t bet against Mr. Rogers.

Pittsburgh - 7 Iowa 28, Pittsburgh 42

Iowa 21, Pittsburgh 17

Iowa 17, Pittsburgh 21

Maryland Home-Field
@ Syracuse
Syracuse - 1

I hate Maryland with a passion.

Uh, because their uniforms are better! 5-4-3-2... Dick Clark went there.

Maryland 17, Syracuse 24

Maryland 24, Syracuse 14

Maryland 26, Syracuse 41

Nebraska will run all day on Miami.

Gerry Thomas, the inventor of the
TV Dinner went there.

Miami 24, Nebraska 35

Miami 27, Nebraska 31

Miami 20, Nebraska 28

9-9

13-5

12-6

Maryland 20, Syracuse 21

Freshmen QB, Brad Kaaya can’t out Too big of a threat, especially on their
hime turf.

Miami score Nebraska.
@ No. 24 Nebraska
Nebraska - 7.5 Miami 21, Nebraska 42
Overall record

9-9

Iowa 20, Pittsburgh 28

TENNIS
From Page 3
more of that push to try
even harder.”
Toledo is also off to a
good start this season,
taking three flight wins at
the Spartan Invitational
last weekend. Their only
freshman, Sydney Huck,
went 6-0 in her debut
to win the No. 4 singles
flight and the No. 3 doubles flight.
Detroit won two doubles titles at this event
last year, winning the
No. 1 and No. 3 flights.
There are no freshmen on
their roster this year and
return Horizon League

ALYSSA N. BENES | THE BG NEWS

RONNIE MOORE returns a punt down the sideline earlier in the season.

FOOTBALL
From Page 3

out and ended the game
with 193 yards and three
touchdowns. Although
they were not able to keep
a handle on Coleman
through the second half
as well, Babers thought
the defense played well.
“I thought our defense
did a fabulous job. I know
all the numbers and stuff
that looks yucky,” Babers
said. “It’s hard to keep a
player down like that.”
The Hoosiers’ spread
style of offense is different
than the Badgers’ offense
despite the similarity of
standout runningbacks.
The Badgers have been
known for their power
running game in the past
but have implemented
some things that aren’t
typical of a Wisconsin

team, Babers said.
“They are taking their
heavy packages and breaking out in one-back and
no-back sets,” Babers said.
“With that being said, all
of their offensive linemen
are still 300-pounders, all
their fullbacks are huge
and they can still come
down hill and run the
football on you.”
The Badgers’ offense is
more than just Gordon;
they have solid receivers and a new quarterback who is very athletic,
cornerback Jude AdjeiBarimah said.
Stopping an offense like
the Badgers could be challenging for a defense that
has given up a combined
101 points and 1,290 yards
in their two games against
FBS teams. The defense
has been plagued by the
injury bug early in the season as Babers said another

starter was injured and
won’t play this weekend.
“It’s going to take an
effort of all 11 players,”
Adjei-Barimah said. “I
think we have improved
in the last two weeks and
that’s all that really matters. We are trying to play
so well that the first week
gets thrown out the window and nobody even
remembers it.”
The Falcons will need to
forget the win last weekend and focus on what
they can do to get a win
on the road in Madison.
“Indiana and Wisconsin
are different teams and
it’s in a completely different
env ironment,”
Pohlman said. “It’s another team, another challenge. Just like anybody
else, our focus should be
there and it should be just
as good or better than any
other game.”

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

ia

Find a Place to Call Home
(1 Bedroom & Eﬃciency Houses Also Available)

Now Renting

2014-2015
School Year

Birchwood 650 6th St.
(Small pets welcome)

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

MEN’S
From Page 3
they’re a balanced team
who
play
organized
defense and look to get
teams on the counter,
which is the most similar to our style of play,
Nichols said.
Thus, in order for the
Falcons to be victorious,
they will need to maintain
the mindset they’ve carried all season.
“We treat every game
like a championship

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

All-Second team player
Viktoria Laskutova, who
was 6-9 in singles play
and 6-8 in doubles play
last year.
The only team that will
come into this invitational with a losing record last
year is 10-14 Cincinnati.
The Bearcats have four
new faces this year and
this weekend will be the
season opener for them.
However, this event is one
that this team has played
well at. Last year they won
the most flight titles out
of any participating team,
taking three singles titles
along with one in doubles
competition.
The Falcons will go into
this tournament still con-

fident in their team after
the Miami Invitational.
“Our attitudes were
amazing, our effort was
amazing and no one can
take that away from us
at the end of the day. We
bonded as a team, became
closer as a team and the
freshman got to play some
college tennis,” head
coach Olga Elkin said.
“We got better in singles
and doubles and the girls
did what they were supposed to do on the court.
We just have to keep communicating.”
The Invitational will
begin at 9 a.m. this Friday
at the Keefe courts and
Bowling Green High
School.

game, so we’re just going
to come out and fight
and we expect them to
fight just as hard as us,”
freshman forward Brad
Macomber said. “We’re
expecting another good
game, but we need to
keep playing the way that
we’ve been playing and I
think we’ll come out on
top again.”
They’re staying humble and they know that
despite what has already
happened, they’re focus
needs to be on the next
game, Nichols said.

The Falcons will bring
this mentality into the
weekend in preparation
for the rest of the season.
Their goals go beyond
just a good start Instead,
they are striving to continue being victorious and
eventually win the MidAmerican Conference.
“It feels good [starting
5-1], but we’re still hungry,” Macomber said.
“We’re not satisfied with
5-1, and we’re not satisfied with just beating
Michigan. We’ve got a lot
bigger goals than that.”

Visit us online at
www.bgnews.com
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over the

hump
Variety show includes music, poetry, comedy
By Denny McCarthy
Reporter

Patterned shower curtains hang above a stage in the
corner of The Stones Throw as sound equipment is set
up behind it. A video camera is connected to a wallmounted TV dubbed the “Hump-O-Tron.” The shower
curtains recede from the stage and the first performance begins.
The Hump Day Revue is a showcase of local talent
held every Wednesday at The Stones Throw from 8 p.m.
to 1 a.m. The variety show typically hosts eight to 12
acts, each playing a 25 minute set of music, comedy,
poetry and other forms of performing art.
Tim Concannon, who graduated in 1995 from the
University, started the Hump Day Revue in 2010 after
moving back to Bowling Green. It was initially hosted
at Grumpy Dave’s, but he sees the Stones Throw as the
ideal venue for the event.
“It kind of just worked to come over to the Stones
Throw,” Concannon said. “I like Irish music, I like beer
and I like soccer. They have all these things over here.”
Concannon performs and books the acts for the
Hump Day Revue. While acoustic acts are the most
common, he has welcomed other “ultimately creative” performances including Mechanical Cat, who
wears a helmet with cat ears and raps about traveling the universe; Tim South, whose comedy routine

See REVUE | Page 7

Media Review:
“Dearly Departed”

UPCOMING EVENTS

City and University host various forms of entertainment
OCT. 1

Dysfunctional family dealing with death provides entertainment
By Kathryne Rubright
Pulse Editor

“Dearly Departed” is a play funny
enough that you can almost forget it starts with a death.
The deceased is Southern
patriarch Bud Turpin, whose
namesake descendants include
Ray-Bud, Bud Jr., Buddy and
Bud-Ray.
These uncreatively named
men and the rest of the family come together for Bud
Sr.’s funeral.
The family includes newly
w idowed
Ray nelle
[Janet
Zimmerman], who insists that
Bud Sr.’s tombstone should
say “Mean and surly.” Though
Zimmerman’s performance was
solid, the character of Raynelle
is less memorable than some of
the Turpin family’s more colorful members.
There’s Marguerite [Deb
Weiser], Bud Sr.’s sanctimoniously religious sister. The best

Marguerite scenes are those
that include her son, Royce [Jim
Pinkelman].
When she calls Royce to
inform him his uncle has died,
she’s disappointed that he’s still
in bed at 7 a.m. Suspecting he
must be in bed with a “harlot,”
she bangs on the phone with
a wooden spoon to wake the
supposed harlot in Royce’s bed
which is, in fact, occupied only
by Royce.
Weiser’s performance was
satisfying. I wouldn’t want
Marguerite to be my mother,
yet there’s something likable
about her. Perhaps it’s that you
can’t help but be amused by
Marguerite.
Royce is happily unemployed
and significantly less religious
than his mother, if at all. He takes
pleasure in poking her buttons
the way only a son can. When
“Highway to Hell” comes on

See DEPARTED | Page 7

Hump Day Revue
Weekly variety show including music
and other forms of entertainment at
Stones Throw at 8 p.m.

OCT. 3

OCT. 2

Live Wire with Cloud
Nothings, Tyvek and
Flaming Hot Marbles

Additional dates:
Oct. 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29

Live performance gets recorded for
TV and radio at Cla-Zel Theatre
at 7 p.m.

OCT. 12

OCT. 23

Elsewhere Theatre: “Bacchae”

Sunday Matinees

“Night of the Living Dead”

Greek tragedy about the god Dionysus
returning to Thebes at Eva Marie
Saint Theatre at 8 p.m.

Silent 1910 version of “The Wonderful
Wizard of Oz.” “Broken Blossoms” is a
1919 silent film with Lillian Gish at Gish
Film Theatre, Hanna Hall
at 3 p.m.

Play about people trapped in a
farmhouse as zombies approach at
Donnell Theatre at 8 p.m.

Additional dates:
Oct. 4 and 5

OCT. 28

OCT. 30

Tuesdays at the Gish: “Carrie”

Konkrete Jungle

2013 adaptation of the Stephen
King novel at Gish Film Theatre,
Hanna Hall at 9:30 p.m.

Monthly bass music event with live
DJs at Cla-Zel at 9:30 p.m.

Additional dates:
Oct. 24 and 25 at 8 p.m.,
Oct. 26 at 2 p.m.
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Volleyball team looks to finish strong before Conference play
Falcons look to correct their struggles; regain consistency
By Hampton Crawford
Reporter

HALEY PARKINSON makes a pass earlier in the season.

ALYSSA N. BENES | THE BG NEWS

BG looks to take next step
Women’s soccer team searches for second win
By Tobias Flemming
Reporter

After having two strong performances against Cleveland State
and Chicago State, including
the first victory of the season,
the BG women’s soccer team
dropped its last game 3-0 at
home to the Detroit Titans.
Head coach Lindsay Basalyga
said the 8-0 win for the Falcons
over Chicago State has taken
a lot of weight off her players’ chests, yet after the loss to
Detroit she first criticized her
teams’ culture.
“I definitely think for us that
game [against Detroit] was kind
of a check moment for us as a
program,” she said. “We have
had some pretty big moments
over the last couple of weeks
and our team is ready for that
next step.”
The Falcons have the opportunity to take that next step
this Friday in a non-conference
game when they take on the
Butler Bulldogs.
Butler comes off a four game
winning streak, including a 2-1
overtime victory on Wednesday
at Northern Kentucky. The
Bulldogs have an overall season
record of 5-4-0.
Sophomore Paige Amodio said
the Falcons have put the troubles they were going through
and the adversity behind them.
“We are looking to this game
with great positivity not really thinking of all the negative
stuff that’s happened so far,”
she said. “Everyone is compet-

ing, everyone is ready to go and
we are excited.“
Friday’s game will be the last
competition before BG will start
their Mid-American Conference
play next week. Butler, a Big
East team, has played three
MAC teams so far posting a 3-2
win over Ohio University and
losses to Eastern Michigan as
well as Miami.
Sophomore Jessica Creech
expects a good fight against
the Bulldogs yet she said they
are nothing the Falcons haven’t
seen before.
“We need to keep doing what
we were doing in the beginning of the season,” she said.
“We have to start on our toes
with a fire under us, we have
to come out flying at them and
press hard.”
Basalyga said changing the
culture is part of the team’s
process and the game against
Detroit was an “aha” moment
for her players, from which the
team learned valuable lessons.
“Being just a little bit more
disciplined and trusting ourselves, believing in that at any
moment we can win a game and
at any moment we can come
from behind, at any moment
we can score, it’s just a belief
system,” she said. “I have the
utmost faith in this collection
of players that we are going to
continue in our process.”
The Falcons start their five
game road stretch against
Butler in Indianapolis on Friday
at 7 p.m.

The BG volleyball team will
look to close out the non-conference schedule on a good
note as they head to Rochester,
Michigan to compete in the
Oakland Invitational this Friday
and Saturday.
The team is looking to make
up for last weekend when they
went to the Creighton invitational where they finished
0-3 losing to Wichita State,
Creighton and Pepperdine.
BG will be heading into this
tournament 2-7 overall of the
season, and while their record
may look bad, the Falcons have
been in similar situations in the
past, as in the past two years
each team has started off with
a similar record. But when they
enter conference play the team
seems to turn up the intensity,
for example in 2012 when they
went 13-3 in conference and
10-6 in 2013.
This is something head Coach
Danijela Tomic would like to see
after gaining some much needed experience playing in these
non-conference tournaments.
“I feel good about what this

preseason has done for us,”
Tomic said. “When you have a
young team it is about gaining
that experience and we have
been pushed to the limit. I do
think after four weeks of preseason we will be as ready as we
could be.”
The Falcons have struggled
mightily this season but have
learned a lot early on about
themselves and the direction of
the team heading into the midway point of the season.
“I would say that we play really well as a team but our consistency is what is lacking right
now,” said senior Kelsey Bates.
“That is what we need to work
on we need to come out confident each and every game ... we
just need to pull it together and
become more consistent with
our play.”
The Falcons this year have had
four out of nine matches that
have gone to five sets along with
the longest set for BG against
Wichita State where they lost
25-22, 25-23, 28-30, 33-35,
16-14. This is the longest set
for BG since 2008 when NCAA
Division I scoring changed to
25-point sets.
Even with the loss, the Falcons

WOMAN SINGS and plays guitar at Hump Day Revue this past Wednesday.

REVUE
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DEPARTED
From Page 6
the radio while in the car with
Marguerite, he dances exuberantly. It’s clear that Pinkelman
took pleasure in playing the
role too.
Bud Sr.’s daughter, Delightful
[Kristin Forman], quietly steals
scenes as she constantly eats but
rarely speaks. In one memorable
scene she stows corn dogs in her
overalls’ pocket as the family
makes funeral arrangements.
Forman is enjoyable to watch
as she gobbles down food and
defends it from people who wish
to share with her.
The Turpin family would be
entertainment enough, but others come to mourn Bud Sr.’s
death, too.

PHOTO PROVIDED

There’s the older couple of
Veda [Stephanie Truman] and
Norval [Dale David]. Norval has
a variety of medical issues, and
Veda isn’t quite competent in
taking care of him.
Watch for Veda to stick a
cracker inside Norval’s oxygen
mask. Norval is another character who speaks little, but delivers
a memorable performance with
the way he eats.
With physical humor and witty
one-liners, “Dearly Departed”
has humor for everyone.
“Dearly Departed” can be seen
at the First United Methodist
Church Sept. 19 and 20 at 8 p.m.
and Sept. 21 at 2 p.m. Tickets
are $10 for students and seniors.
Adult tickets are $12. Tickets
are available at Grounds For
Thought ahead of time or at the
door before the show.

includes reporting the weather
from a random place on earth;
and “Master Sock Theater,”
a sock puppet rendition of
movie scenes.
“The whole idea is for people
to get up and express themselves,” Concannon said. “When
you let people do that and you
encourage them, they come up
with some really interesting
stuff.”
The Hump Day Revue also
hosts quarterly events called
“Humpraisers” at The Stones
Throw. Vendors, performers
and the pub will donate their

resources to raise money for
charities, including the Wood
County Historical Society and
the Rape Crisis Center.
Concannon has collaborated
with The Stones Throw to host
not only the weekly event and
Humpraisers, but also a Stones
Throw stage at the Downtown
Farmers’ Market.
The pub hosts all events free
of charge in an effort to provide
a welcome atmosphere for performers and spectators.
“Traditionally, Irish pubs
are a center of community and
entertainment,” manager Chris
Cox said. “We just kind of want
to keep that philosophy going.”
Amanda Rice certainly feels
welcome to perform at the

got some much needed knowledge about how to play when
the game is coming down to
the wire.
“I do think that to develop
that resiliency, to develop that
mentality of never giving up,
you have to be pushed to the
edge— there is no other way to
learn,” Tomic said. “But sometimes I think you learn more
valuable lessons from a tough
loss than an easy win and I
think we will get some payback
for all the struggles that we have
gone through.”
The Falcons need not only
to be more consistent but keep
their morale up as they look to
end their losing streak.
“I think if we keep a positive attitude and just know that
communicating is what we do
best and how we play the best,
I think that is what is going to
help us succeed in this tournament.” Bates said.
The Falcons will be facing off
against host team Oakland in
their first match in the Athletics
Center O’rena on Friday at 5 p.m
followed by UC Irvine at 10 a.m
Saturday morning and finishing
out the weekend playing Robert
Morris at 5pm that evening.

ERIC BURGASSER | THE BG NEWS

Hump Day Revue. She has
played at the event more times
than she can remember.
“It’s a really chill atmosphere,” Rice said. “It gets to
showcase literally the best talent of Northwest Ohio.”
She said that performances
at the event are high quality
because Concannon approves
the acts himself.
Concannon plans to keep
the Hump Day Revue simple in
the future with Humpraisers,
Farmers’ Market performances
and the weekly show itself, but
is always looking for more talent.
Acts seeking to book a slot
for the event can call Tim
Concannon at 419-701-HUMP.

VISIT US ONLINE
AT
WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Student parking free at University football games
Grass lot behind Doyt Perry Stadium open for student parking
By Denny McCarthy
Reporter

For the duration of the 2014
season, many football fans
wishing to drive to games
won’t have to worry about
parking. The University’s
Athletic Department has
made student parking free at
all games.
From the Falcons’ first
home game on Sept. 6
through the end of the season on Nov. 11, parking passes
will be issued to all students
via email on Fridays before
each game. Students will be
required to print their vouchers and show them to a lot
attendant along with their
BG1 card to gain admittance.
It is located in a grass lot
on the east side of Doyt Perry
Stadium adjacent to the
50-yard line. While the lot is
on the opposite side of the
stadium, Associate Athletic
Director Kit Hughes says
it’s “as close to the stadium
as, really, any parking lot
we have.”
Hughes oversees University
football and basketball opera-

tions and has enacted his
plan early in his employment
with the University in hopes
that it will attract spectators.
Free parking “certainly isn’t
a deterrent,” Hughes says.
“Any time you make it easier
on people to do something,
they’re more inclined to do it.
That’s our hope.”
Hughes is confident that
the grass lot for students will
provide not only a convenient
solution to expensive parking,
but also a place for students to
tailgate and socialize before
games. He says that although
lot occupation will definitely see an increase, there
is plenty of room to expand
capacity and accommodate
more students.
Jessica Hoff, a junior healthcare administration major,
thinks it’s a good idea to give
students a convenient place
to congregate before games.
“Tailgating is a big part before
games,” Hoff says. “If there’s
a place for [students] to go for
free to do that, it will help.”
The option to park close
to the stadium for free may
attract parking lot par-
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tiers, but Brian Fishbaugh,
a sophomore AYA mathematics major, is concerned
with just that. “I don’t think
many people are going to
be in the shape to drive,”
Fishbaugh says.
While students have some
concerns about more parking being available at games,
Hughes says campus authorities as well as the police will
be notified whenever the lot is
to be used, in order to maintain a safe environment.
“We want just like any of
our other fans for students
to have a really good experience coming to games,”
Hughes says. “From the time
they leave their house to the
time they return to their
house, we want all the points
in between to be as positive
as possible.”
There are no current
plans to offer more free student parking at other sporting events, Hughes says the
department will evaluate its
parking situation throughout
the season and determine if
free parking can be applied
to other events.

TERMS:

NO BUYERS PREMIUM!
OWNER

Peggy A. Brigham
419-494-3387
AUCTIONEER
KEVIN WENDT, C. A. I.
THE WENDT GROUP. INC.

419-566-1599
kevin@thewendtgroup.com
FOOD BY SUSIE’S

Not Responsible for
Accidents or Loss.

FRI 9/19 - SUN 9/21

MAZE RUNNER PG-13

(11:30)*(2:10) (4:50) 10:15

A WALK AMONG TOMBSTONES R
(11:15)* (2:00) 7:35 10:15

DOLPHIN TALE 2 PG
(11:40) (2:15) (4:55) 7:30 10:05

NO GOOD DEED PG-13

(12:00)* (2:30) (4:45) 7:15 9:55

TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA TURTLES
PG-13 3D (4:35) 9:45
2D (11:35)* (2:05) 7:05
New Hours! Tue-Thur open at 2pm
Fri- Mon open at 11:30am
( )*= Weekend Matinee Showtimes Only

419-352-6335

Help Wanted
*Yoko Japanese Restaurant
now hiring servers. Flex. hrs,
only 15-20 minutes from BG.
Apply in person at:
465 W. Dussel Dr., Maumee, OH.
(419) 893-2290

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

DailyCrossword
Crossword Fix Fix
The The
Daily

1 Place to wipe your boots
4 Vice squad strategies
9 "Darn!"
14 Sister of Zsa Zsa
15 Flynn of film
16 Main artery
17 Green Day's "American
Idiot," e.g.
19 Govt.-backed bond
20 Secretary of the Interior
under FDR
21 Navel type
23 Commuting start?
24 NASCAR winner's celebration
29 First-class
31 Sales incentive
32 Send to the statehouse
35 "¿Cómo __?"
36 Commonplace, and what
the start of 17-, 24-, 51- or
60-Across is

41
42
43
46
51
54
55
56
57
60
63
64
65
66
67
68

Shade of green
German steel city
__ energy
Sleeveless shirt
1995 Stephen King
novel
Prefix with space
English Channel port
Fashionista MaryKate
Bolt on a track
Spare tire
Red Sea peninsula
Pi, for one
Tempe sch.
Prop for a clown
Hacienda brick
Fall mo.

1 Inherent rights and
wrongs, as of a case
2 Long-legged shore bird
3 Take on, as a challenge
4 Vintage cars
5 Dadaism founder
6 Rage
7 Greek architectural
style
8 Viewpoint
9 "The Colbert Report"
stock-in-trade
40
10 Winged stinger
11 Gold, in Guadalajara
12 Polo Grounds hero Mel 41
13 __ Bo
44
18 Ship stabilizer
22 "... a borrower __ a
45
lender ...": "Hamlet"
47
24 Low-lying land
25 "Me, Myself & __": Jim 48
Carrey film
49
26 In the cellar, sports50
wise
27 ABA member
52
28 Pot pie veggie
53
30 Was in front
56
33 Rite Aid rival
57
34 Sample
58
36 Chihuahua cat
59
37 Ruckuses
38 Like some skill-building
61
classes
62
39 __ admiral

Help Wanted

For Rent

Asst Teachers/Subs needed for
professional child care center,
FT & PT avail. Energy, creativity,
reliability required.
Send resume to: TEACHERS,
6450 Weatherfield Ct, Ste 3,
Maumee, OH 43537

Fanastic 3 BR apt w/ 2 full baths,
fully furn, free internet, fireplace,
D/W, $640/mo, close to bus stop
and campus, quiet, no pets.
Call Jon at 419-308-0598.

RMS of Ohio seeking PT direct
care staff to assist adults with
developmental disabilites.
Call 419-255-6060 for more info.
www.teamrms.com

For Rent
1 rm effic, furn, shared bath,
120 1/2 E Reed, $290/mo+elec,
non-smoking, call 419-601-3225.
2BR apt w/ garage, close to
campus, ideal for grad student!
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.
5 BR, 2 Bath, 617 N. Main,
off st parking & laundry room incl,
avail Aug 2015. 12 mo lease,
$1300/mo, call 419-722-1371
or email: aricketts@woh.rr.com
Brand new cozy 1BR w/ fireplace,
Avail NOW, $425/mo + elec,
min 1 yr lease, call 419-654-5716.

`````````

IVYWOOD APTS.

Studios &
1 Bedrooms

$380-$495/mo.
` Near BGSU
` Private patio/entrance
` Extra storage
` Pets welcome
` Short-term leases available

419-352-7691 EHO

www.ivywoodapts.com

`````````

Bed-and-breakfast,
e.g.
Moonshine container
"Consider the job
done!"
Cleveland NBAer
Cabbagelike plant
Electric cars named
for a physicist
Ultimatum words
Fork over what's
due
Actress Winger
Profound fear
Clarinet cousin
Naval letters
Grab a stool
"Give me __!": start
of a Hoosier cheer
WWII arena
Tease

